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Welcome to GibbsCAM 13

Welcome to GibbsCAM 13
The main themes of this release are: Improved turning functionality (also affecting MTM and
Mill/Turn); support for new tools and toolholders and a new set of processes (Broaching);
improvements to 2D and 2½D Mill, and the addition of Op Tile Stacks.
This guide is an overview of all important items that have been added or changed:
•

For details on changes to installation, such as the new approach to licensing, especially for
NLO customers, see the Installation guide.

•

For details on UI changes and enhancements, see the Common Reference and Getting
Started guides.

•

For details on product-specific changes and enhancements, see the product-specific user
guides: Broaching, Reporter, Mill, Turning, 5-Axis, and so forth.
Please Note: The product option formerly known as Lathe is now called Turning.

General Information
•

GibbsCAM 13 uses a new approach to licensing, described in detail in the Installation guide.
NLO (Network License Option) requires a new License Server and supports 64-bit architecture
only.

•

GibbsCAM 13 otherwise supports all OS platforms supported by GibbsCAM 12 and adds no
new OS platforms.

•

GibbsCAM 13 supports a broad range of new tools and toolholders. These are described in
detail.

•

Data translators by Datakit are no longer supported. They have been replaced by the
corresponding translators by Spatial (a unit of Dassault Systèmes, and developer of the
3D ACIS kernel). The Granite library is updated, and is used for PTC Creo Parametric only.

•

GibbsCAM 13 product options 5-Axis, MultiBlade, and Port Machining are updated to use
improved multi-axis technology libraries. Specific functional enhancements are detailed below.

•

The Adveon Tool Library, from Sandvik Coromant, is replaced by CoroPlus ToolLibrary, which
provides a superset of the same functionality.
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Functional Enhancements
Improved Workflow, Common Function, and GUI
Operation Tile stacking allows operation tiles to be grouped together in a folder-like stack reducing
clutter and increasing quick access.
Broaching. A new set of processes and tools, documented in a new user guide.
G-Code editor provides customizable color coding, cut/copy/paste/undo, multi-pane for subfiles
and/or sync definitions for multi-flow, and many other function points.
Geometry Fillet-Chamfer dialog now provides a Multiple Circle button,
, for rapidly filleting
or chamfering selections of differing radii without having to reopen the dialog.
Profiler. Slice Spun Body mode is no longer confined to just the primary CS (CS1). It now
produces spun outline around the horizontal axis of the active [non-turning] CS.
Status Bar extensions. The bar below the workspace now provides more information.
Filterless File Opener. The File > Open dialog can now be configured to show all files, rather than
requiring you to specify a filetype.
Bulk Management of WG and CS lists. You can now perform bulk operations on workgroups and
coordinate systems like Show All WGs or Delete All Hidden CSes.
Customization. You can now create containers of commands and you can view and print the list of
keyboard shortcuts.
Performance. A new checkbox in the File > Preferences dialog, Accelerated Process Loading,
substantially reduces the time required to load large process list files (at the cost of increased
memory usage).

Tooling and Toolholders
ATC holder library. GibbsCAM now supports ATC Turning holders for HSK and Capto C style.
Intermediate Tooling now provides some streamlined controls for locating toolblocks within a
library.
Center Drilling now encompasses true Form B and Form R as well as Form A.
Mill Tools now provide Tangent Mill (oval-form) and Tapered Barrel Mill.

Turning and Mill
Interpolation turning, eccentric turning, and elliptical turning. (These are sometimes also known
as "C-axis turning" and "orbital turning".)
Chip breaker cycle for roughing
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Automatic bar chamfering.
Advanced approach/retract lets you define a custom path for tools' approach or retract.
Face milling improvements: Roll-in entry, round corners, cut above stock, increased shape
capabilities, and fixture avoidance.

5-Axis
3D CRC.
Updated multi-axis libraries.
New machining strategy: Deburring.
New machining strategy: Geodesic.

Enhancements That Require Post Modifications
As always, no post is needed for you to exercise the user interface and generate toolpath. But to
output correctly in GibbsCAM 13, the following enhancements require post modifications:
•

Lathe Roughing: Chip Breaker requires an easy change to pre-13 posts.

•

Swiss: Auto Bar Chamfer requires an easy change to pre-13 posts.

•

5-Axis 3D CRC appends new toolpath data to the operation, and so small post changes are
required, such as Output3DCRCNormal, 3DCRCNormal*#, and various form edits. Note that
only explicit 3D CRC is supported at this time.

•

Broaching, whether linear or rotary, requires a post change.

•

Advanced Approach/Retract requires a UKM-style post.

•

Advanced turning (interpolation turning, eccentric turning, elliptical turning) requires an
extensive post change.
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Workflow, Common Function, User Interface
GibbsCAM 13 provides simple and powerful new ways to organize and display information and to
specify tricky tool moves with a few clicks:
•

“Operation Tile Stacking ” on page 8

•

“G-Code Editor” on page 10

•

“Geometry: Fillet-Chamfer Dialog” on page 12

•

“Customization” on page 13

•

“Advanced Approach and Retract” on page 13

•

“Profiler: Slice Spun Body for Any CS” on page 16

•

“Miscellaneous” on page 17

An overview of new function follows below. For details, see the Common Reference guide.

Operation Tile Stacking
The Operations list now offers four choices for organizing Op tiles:

Individual: Unstacked: as in GibbsCAM 12.
Process Mode: Consecutive operations are

stacked together if they originated from a single
process and all belong to the same flow.
Process List: Consecutive operations are

stacked together if they originated from a group
of processes to machine the same geometry—
and all belong to the same flow.

Manual: Allows you to create stacks of
consecutive operations that all belong to the
same flow. Can include blank tiles and
operations on different spindles.
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Appearance and Behavior of Op Tile Stacks
Tile stacks differ from single op tiles as follows:
•

Stack of frames. The process icon is framed to suggest a stack of icons.

•

Tile number. The stack is numbered according to the first op tile in the stack,
followed by an ellipsis ... indicating a break in the numeric sequence between it.
In the illustration, 21... is above op tile 23; 5... is above op tile 8.

•

Tool numbers. A single tool number indicates that all ops stack share the same
tool. If the ops use exactly two tools, then the first-used is separated from the
second-used by a comma(T 11,12 in the illustration). If the ops use three or
more tools, the first-used is separated from the last-used by a colon(T 6:4 in the
illustration).

•

Extended tile numbers. Numbers for toolgroup, tool ID, and spindle number
are displayed only if all ops share the same value. In the illustrations, toolgroup
and spindle are shared by all ops in each stack; tool ID is not.

Which Process Icon Is Displayed?
If all operations share the same process type, the stack displays that icon.
For Process List, the stack icon indicates the highest-priority process type in the process list. For
example, if a process list consists of Holes, Pocket, and Contour , stack displays a Pocket icon.
When two or more processes of equal priority exist (such as Pocket and VoluMill), the stack
displays the icon for the earliest process.
For Manual, the stack icon shows the process type of the earliest
operation.

Opening, Closing, and Scrolling a Stack of Op
Tiles
Double-clicking a stack opens a flyout that shows a list of op tiles it
contains:
To close the flyout: click its close icon or move/resize the GibbsCAM
window.
Just as in the main op list, a sufficiently long flyout list provides a scrollbar
that lets you navigate up and down.
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About Manual Stacks
Choosing Manual op tile stack display creates the following special conditions:
•

The context-sensitive (right-mouse-click) menu offers two additional items:
-

Create Stack Allows you to create a manual stack. For Manual only, a stack can consist of one

tile.
•

Unstack Undoes the manual stack of the right-clicked item.

The part "remembers" all manual stacks even when it is in a different mode. Reselecting Manual
will restore the previous Manual display state, unless manual stacks have been broken by other
op tile additions, moves, or deletions.

Dragging and Dropping
You can drag an entire stack and drop it anywhere in the op list or into another stack. When a stack
flyout is open, you can drag tiles into or out of the stack. However:
•

Dragging a tile into or out of the stack may cause the stack to break into two stacks if the rules
for that stack cannot all be kept.

•

Dragging a stack into the flyout of another stack might result in two or three stacks if the rules for
the target stack cannot all be kept.

•

Dropping a stack onto a stack does nothing.

G-Code Editor
At GibbsCAM 13, the built-in G-Code editor provides significant new features, including:
•

Editing and file capabilities, such as Cut/Copy/Paste, Undo/Redo, and Save/Save As.

•

Context colors that distinguish at a glance items like code, code labels, and parameters within
individual G-codes and M-codes.

•

The ability to edit multiple subs. Each sub occupies its own tab in the window.

•

When editing multiple flows, you can choose either independent scrolling, where each flow is
independent of all others, or synched scrolling, where each G-code stream is padded as
needed so that separate flows remain aligned according to their syncs.
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•

Customization: You can set colors and font however you like, and you can edit and create sync
definitions.

Preferences
In the File > Preferences dialog, the tab previously labeled Post Editor Settings is now labeled G-Code
Editor Settings .
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Geometry: Fillet-Chamfer Dialog
Geometry Fillet-Chamfer dialog now provides a Multiple Circle button,
, for rapidly filleting
or chamfering selections of differing radii without having to reopen the dialog.
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Advanced Approach and Retract
Please Note: This feature requires a post upgrade. To request a post upgrade, contact your
Reseller or the Gibbs Post Department.
The Operation Data dialog, summoned by rightclicking a Milling or Turning operation, now lets you
specify a custom path for tool approach and retract.
This allows you to determine tool locations to avoid
interference between tool and stock for such
operations as back boring, milling with right-angle
heads, and ID or OD turning.

Interface
The Advanced Approach Retract dialog lets you
select a custom approach and/or a custom retract.
Or you can specify that the retract path reverses the
approach path.
When you click either of the Select buttons, a dialog
prompts you to define a path by selecting it in the
workspace. Clicking Apply sets that path as the
custom approach or retract.

Customization
In the Customize Toolbars and Menus dialog, two new controls have been added to the bottom of
the Commands tab:
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Keyboard Shortcut List
The Keyboard Shortcut List dialog lets you display and print a list of all commands that have keyboard
shortcuts assigned.
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Keyboard Shortcut List
Icon

Command
Shortcut(s)
Name
Balloons

Ctrl+B

Bottom

Alt+Ctrl+E

Ctrl+4
F4
...
...
Ctrl+OemPlus
Zoom In
Alt+DOWN
Ctrl+OemMinus
Zoom Out
Alt+UP
CAM

...

Command Containers
The New Menu Button dialog lets you name a new command container and provide tooltip text
strings and an icon for it. After a command container has been dragged onto a toolbar or into a
menu, you can drag one or more commands into it.
Command Name
The text string that will label the command container.
Short Tooltip
The text string that will appear when the mouse hovers over the command container.
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Long Tooltip
The text string that will appear on mouseover if Balloons are turned on.
Icon
If you do not use the
will be

(Browse) button to navigate to and choose an *.icn file, then default icon

.

OK: Accept changes and close the dialog.

Cancel: Discard changes and close the dialog.

Profiler: Slice Spun Body for Any CS
Slice Spun Body mode is no longer confined to just the primary CS (CS1).

When used in a non-turning CS, Profiler now produces spun outline around the horizontal axis of
the active CS, instead of changing to Slice mode.
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Miscellaneous
File > Open > All Files
In the File > Open dialog box, you can now specify All Files (*.*) to display all files of all filetypes in
the current folder.
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Bulk Handling of WGs and CSes
The context menus (right-mouse menus) of the WG and CS dialog boxes have new items that
make it easy to handle workgroups and coordinate systems: Show All of them, Show Only the Current
one, Delete Hidden ones, or Merge.

Status Bar Extensions
Small additions have been made to the status bar to provide additional information at a glance for
the part, process, and workspace.
Before GibbsCAM 13
In GibbsCAM 13
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Double-clicking any of the indicator items on the right — CS<n>=coordinate system,
WG<n>=workgroup, units, or 1 Part / <n> Parts / TMS MultiPart — summons the dialog box for viewing
or changing that item.

Plug-Ins on Status Bar
Some plug-ins, such as Show Position, can be registered so as to reside in the Status Bar. For the
Show Position plug-in: Start the Right-click the titlebar and, on the context menu, select Install to
Task Bar .

Accelerated Performance
A new Preferences setting significantly speeds up performance when loading tool lists, process
lists. In the File > Preferences dialog, File tab, you can select the Accelerated Process Loading
checkbox for increased performance (recommended), or leave it unselected to reduce memory
usage.
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Keyboard Shortcut List
In Customization Mode, a new control now lets you display and print a list of all commands that
have keyboard shortcuts assigned.
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Tooling
GibbsCAM 13 introduces new classes of tools and refinements to existing tools:
•

Center Drills: Forms A, B, and R, below

•

“Linear Broaching Tools” on page 32

•

“Toolholders” on page 22

An overview of new function follows below. For details, see the Broaching, Common Reference,
Turning, and Mill guides.

Center Drills: Forms A, B, and R
Prior to GibbsCAM 13, center drills used the simple outline
illustrated on the right.
This is a Form A outline, even for Sizes whose names indicated
otherwise, such as b1/2 (inches) or b10 (mm).
In this release, GibbsCAM supports Form A center drills as
before, but adds support for Form B and Form R as well.

Form A: 10mm

Form B: 10mm
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Form R: 10mm

Toolholders
ATC holder library
GibbsCAM now supports ATC Turning holders for HSK and Capto C style.
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Turning
Please Note: The product option formerly known as Lathe is now called Turning.
GibbsCAM 13 brings several major enhancements to turning processes:
•

“ Eccentric and Elliptical Turning” on page 23

•

“Chip Breaking” on page 25

•

“Bar Chamfering” on page 26

An overview of new function follows below. For details, see the Turning guide.

Eccentric and
Elliptical Turning
GibbsCAM 13 expands existing
turning capability from lathe turning
(turning tools with a spinning part and
2D output) to interpolation turning
(turning tools with XYZC or similar,
with rotating part or tool); eccentric
turning (turning tools for off-center
spun-part machining with offset 2D,
or for interpolated output), and
elliptical turning (turning tools for nonspun part shapes).
GibbsCAM name:

Interpolation
Turning

Eccentric
Turning

Elliptical
Turning

Orbiturn
Eccentric
Turning

Turn-Cut
Synchro Tip

Orbital Machining
Eccentric
Turning

Interpolation
Turning
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Interpolation
turning occurs by
interpolating with
the X- and Y-axis in
a circular direction
and rotating the
machine spindle in
time with the
rotational contour.

Interpolation Turning

The circular
movement can
increase or
decrease in
diameter to
produce facing
operations, or it can
be combined with
the Z-axis to
produce a bore or
outer diameter.

Eccentric turning,
where the axis of
rotation and the
geometric axis of the
workpiece are parallel
but not coincident,
resulting in a machined
piece that is off-center.
For machines without
on-control support for
interpolation turning,
eccentric turning
operations require
GibbsCAM
interpolation turning,
and also require
Clearance Volume
enabled in the MDD.

Eccentric Turning

A: Cutting speed

B: 4-jaw chuck

C: Axis of job

D: Eccentric peg
(to be turned)
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Elliptical turning: the
center of the ellipse
itself follows the
circumference of a
smaller center,
resulting in an
ellipse (oval).

Elliptical turning
A: Housing for
ellipse
mechanism
B: Face plate
C: Work cylinder
D: Work

Elliptical turning
operations require
GibbsCAM
interpolation turning.

E: Work face
F: Spindle axis
G: Central plane
H: Central line

For details on interpolation turning and eccentric or elliptical turning, see the Turning guide.

Module Dependencies
•

For interpolation turning, all you need is the regular Turning module.

•

For eccentric turning, you need Turning and Advanced CS.

•

For elliptical turning, you need Turning and 2½D Solids or above.

Chip Breaking
What problem does it solve? Especially when machining material that is soft or spongy, chips can
sometimes run to great length, interfering with the machining of the part.
Turning processes Contour and Rough now provide a new capability: Chip Break, whose controls
give you the ability to break off chips according to parameters you set.
The interface offers the following types of settings:
Pull Off
When this is enabled, you can specify how far the tool will retract
from the stock.
Dwell
When this is enabled, you can specify how many revolutions the tool wil stay in place before it
continues to cut.
Chip Length
Specify the length of chip to tolerate before Pull Off and/or Dwell occur. The length of chips that are
removed will remain constant even though the circumference of the stock diminishes (in an OD
process).
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Please Note: A post change is required if your existing post does not support the output of
Dwell Markers in toolpath. If you are unsure, contact your Reseller or the Gibbs Post
Department to verify or request a modification.

Bar Chamfering
What problem does it solve? When a Swiss-style turning machine runs a roughing cycle, the part
retracts into the guide bushing. A common problem is that a pass may leave a burr on the outside of
the bar stock that can snag and cause problems for the machine.
To prevent this, it
is common
practice for the
outermost
roughing pass to
leave a chamfer or
fillet on the outside
of the bar,
removing or
weakening the
burr.
When Rough Type
is set to Turn, a
new capability is
provided when
Material Only is selected: Chamfer Bar .
The interface offers the following types of settings:
Length
Specify the point-to-point length of the 45-degree chamfer. Any value smaller than the cut depth
is valid.
Backward

•

If this box is not checked (the default
setting), the tool starts closer to the center
of the stock and cuts the chamfer outward.

•

If this box is checked, the tool starts closer
to the outside of the stock and cuts the
chamfer inward.
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Mill
GibbsCAM 13 brings many enhancements to the face milling process:
•

“Face Milling” on page 27

An overview of new function follows below. For details, see the Mill guide.

Face Milling
In GibbsCAM 13, Face Milling is improved in several ways:
•

Roll In Entry

•

Round Corners

•

Cut Above Stock

•

Shape: from Profiler

•

fixture avoidance

Roll-In Entry
A 90-degree roll-in entry is
recommended to shape chips
appropriately, to improve tool life, and to reduce chatter. For a newly created part, Roll In Entry is on
by default; or it can be chosen for older parts opened in the current release.
When Roll In Entry is chosen, a roll-in arc is attached to each move from off-part if the move has
clearance applied. This includes:
•

the initial entry for all strategies

•

all trimmed passes (so long as the roll-in arc would not plunge within another portion of the
profile)

•

every normal stroke for choices Back & Forth and 1 Direction

The arc direction produces an inside-cutting corner based on the cutting direction: the arc is
clockwise for forward-rotating tools. The radius of the arc is the tool radius plus the clearance value,
so that the arc ends with the tool center at the material edge.
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Round Corners
Round corners are recommended for face milling while the tool is engaged, such as at every corner
for strategies Spiral In or Zig Zag, which change direction while engaged. For a newly created part,
Round Corners is on by default for those strategies; or it can be chosen for older parts opened in the
current release.
The radius for the corner arc is calculated as 1/8 (12.5%) of the tool diameter. The user must
ensure an appropriate stepover size when using this option. In particular, strategy Spiral In might
require smaller radii on passes very close to the center, and smaller radii might also be required
near trimmed ends that are shorter than the normal round-corner radius. In such cases, use the
largest radius that fits.
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Cut Above Stock
Common tasks like face milling are often part of saved processes. Such processes can be set up to
cut significant amounts of material that might or might not be present on the part, using Material Only
to eliminate air cutting. Prior to this release, face milling ignored the Z parameter of the default stock
definition (while correctly avoiding air cuts against solid stocks).
Cut Above Stock is turned on by default for both newly created parts and older parts opened in the

current release. You can turn it off to generate no cuts in the air above the stock, regardless of the
Maximum Z value.

Improvements to Shape Option
Shape now supports shapes from the Profiler.
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Fixture Avoidance
Unlike other machining methods, face milling is not normally able to discontinue and resume
cutting. Normal mechanisms for avoiding fixtures, such as cutting around the fixture, or retracting
over it and plunging, are not desirable. To address this, avoidance behavior is based on the
selected strategy:
•

For Spiral In: the cut region is reduced to avoid the fixture without introducing concavities. Some
areas of the part may be left unmachined.

•

For Zig Zag: each cut terminates where it intersects a fixture and immediately transitions to the
next cut going the opposite direction. Neither cut will machine the part on the other side of the
fixture.

•

For Back & Forth and 1 Direction: each cut terminates where it intersects the fixture, and the cut
will not be resumed. Instead, the system immediately retracts and transitions to the next entry
point.

For all strategies, use appropriate fixture clearance. If a part body is selected, collisions with
unselected parts of that body should be avoided just like collisions with fixtures, consistent with
ordinary solid machining.
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Broaching
At GibbsCAM 13, Broaching is newly provided as two new process types and many new tools.

Licensing. If you have Turning, you automatically have Face Broaching. If you have Advanced CS,
you automatically have Oriented Broaching.
Please Note: This feature requires a post upgrade. To request a post upgrade, contact your
Reseller or the Gibbs Post Department.
•

Broaching: Overview, below

•

“Broaching Processes ” on page 31

•

“Linear Broaching Tools” on page 32

An overview of new function follows below. For details, see the Broaching guide.

Broaching: Overview
Broaching works best on softer materials, such as brass, bronze, aluminum, wood, and the like. In
some cases, the tool makes only a single pass, and so the process is very efficient.
On milling machines, broaching an exterior face is very simple: Either the workpiece is moved
against a stationary broaching tool, or the workpiece is held stationary while the broaching tool is
moved against it. For internal broaching, such as keyway broaching, the workpiece must already
have a hole that allows the broaching tool to enter.
On turning machines, a broaching tool requires a special toolholder that allows it to rotate in sync
with the workpiece. Different broaching tools are used for ID and OD broaching.

Broaching Processes
•

Linear Broaching below

•

“Rotary Broaching ” on page 32

Linear Broaching
In linear broaching, a broaching tool is run linearly along a surface of the workpiece to create a cut,
often in repeated passes, but sometimes, for very soft materials, in a single pass.
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Rotary Broaching
In rotary broaching, a broaching tool is held in a special
toolholder that allows it to spin freely in contact with the spinning
workpiece, and holds the tool with a slightly misaligned axis of
rotation so as to create a slight wobble. The tool is pressed into
the workpiece for interior broaching, or around the workpiece for
exterior broaching.

Broaching Tools
GibbsCAM 13 supplies templates for fourteen broaching tools — seven for linear broaching and
seven for rotary broaching.
Please Note: On turning machines, a broaching tool requires a special toolholder that allows
it to rotate in sync with the workpiece. Different broaching tools are used for ID and
OD broaching.

Linear Broaching Tools
icons

Name

End View

Side View

Linear Hexagon
Broach

Linear Keyway
Broach
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Notes

Linear Chamfer
Broach

Linear Corner
Broach

Linear
Hexalobular
Broach

Linear 2D Form
Broach

Linear 3D Form
Broach

Rotary Broaching Tools
icons

Name

End View

Rotary Hexagon
Broach
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Side View

Notes

Rotary Double
Hexagon Broach

Rotary Rectangle
Broach

Rotary
Hexalobular
Broach

Rotary 2D Form
Broach

Rotary 3D Form
Broach

Rotary External
Hexagon
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5-Axis
GibbsCAM 13 brings several major enhancements to 5-Axis, including:
•

3D CRC (3D Cutter Radius Compensation)

•

“Geodesic Machining in 5-Axis” on page 37

•

“Deburring in 5-Axis” on page 38

•

“Miscellaneous 5-Axis Enhancements” on page 39

•

“5-Axis Tool Support” on page 42

An overview of new function follows below. For details, see the 5-Axis guide.

3D CRC (3D Cutter Radius Compensation)
For 5-Axis and related modules (MultiBlade and Port Machining), you can now use a 3D version of
CRC (cutter radius compensation).
Please Note: Because 3D CRC appends new toolpath data to the operation, a small post
processor change is required.

To enable 3D CRC
In the process dialog, Options tab, bottom left, select the checkbox 3D Cutter Radius Comp. On.

What Is 3D CRC?
3D CRC is three-dimensional tool compensation for straight-line blocks. Apart from the XYZ
coordinates of the straight-line end point, these blocks must also contain the components of the
surface-normal vector.
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A: Workpiece
B: Tool
P1: Programmed coordinates
P2: Tool center coordinates
R: Radius of tool
I,J,K: plane-normal vector: the direction from P1 to
P2
As shown in the diagram above, the tool is moved through the tool radius R in the plane-normal
direction of (I,J,K) from the program coordinates (X,Y,Z) to the offset tool center coordinates
(X',Y',Z').
Unlike two-dimensional CRC, which generates vectors perpendicular to the direction of I,J,K,
3D CRC generates vectors in the direction of I,J,K. The vectors are generated at the ending point
of that block.

Applications
3D CRC allows you to use tools with dimensions that do not correspond with the dimensions
calculated by the CAD system, just as you might use regular 2D CRC.

For face milling: 3D CRC provides compensation of the milling machine geometry in the direction of
the surface-normal vector. Cutting is usually with the end face of the tool.
For peripheral milling: 3D CRC provides compensation of the mill radius perpendicular to the
direction of movement and perpendicular to the tool direction. Cutting is usually with the lateral
surface (side) of the tool.

3D CRC Support
Explicit 3D CRC output type (as opposed to automatic 3D CRC, which is not supported at this
time) means the G-code block must output the three dimensional cutter compensation vector — the
surface normal vector. This output type is used in 5-axis machining situations where a surface is
used for machining, including Swarf milling. Explicit 3D CRC requires surface normal vectors to be
output, and the CNC uses G-code to turn explicit 3D CRC on or off.
Starting in GibbsCAM 13, explicit 3D CRC output is supported with 5-Axis 3D CRC. A post change
is required.

5-Axis Operation Programming Tips
When you activate 3D Cutter Radius Comp. in the 5-axis process dialog, you need to consider the type
of toolpath being generated and determine whether it is suitable for 3D CRC. Here are some
scenarios to consider:
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•

Make sure the toolpath has sufficient lead-in and lead-out moves when CRC is turned on and
off; otherwise, it will gouge.

•

If the machining surface has a sufficiently acute concave corner, then the tool will gouge the
opposite surface while machining the current surface.

Geodesic Machining in 5-Axis
New Calculation Type: Geodesic Machining
Background
For non-prismatic features of a work piece, a common process of surface finishing is cutting with
several parallel cuts to produce the final work piece geometry. Originally, it was quite common to
project parallel lines onto the free-form surface topology or slice with planes in a fixed direction to
create "waterline" patterns. These patterns have the strengths of robustness and a relatively simple
algorithm. The weakness is that the distance between the cuts is not constant, but depends instead
on the surface topology/curvature and the local changes between two slices.

Geodesic
The Geodesic Machining calculation for toolpath goes farther, generalizing the concept of a
"straight line" mapped onto "curved spaces". Geodesic patterns take into account distances on the
surface topology.
Using a global distance field provides full flexibility to calculate various pattern types while
maintaining consistent distances between cuts.

Features of Geodesic
•

For offset or morph pattern types, single or multiple guide curves can be used as input. Even in
an undercut situation (relative to a fixed direction) the algorithm outputs the same consistency of
slices when generating the pattern.

•

Tool center mode allows collision-free pattern generation even in sharp inner corners or strongly

curved areas with multiple surface patches.
•

The morph pattern provides more flexibility in terms of supported geometry. As the distance is
calculated on the surface topology, a much higher precision of morph distance can be achieved
even if the guide curves are located close to each other.

•

Boundary detection is provided for guide and containment curves.

•

Extensions and hole-filling are available to avoid edge rolling and easy pattern extrapolation.
Guide curve extension allows short curves to be extended to the surface boundary.
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Deburring in 5-Axis
New Calculation Type: Deburring
After machining, burrs can be found on all parts that have straight edges or non tangent outer
surface topologies, appearing whenever the tool chips metal off that edge. This can not only destroy
the functionality of the part, it can endanger the worker. In almost all machining it is necessary to
deburr the part after it is machined.
Manual deburring can take as much time as the entire automated processing of a part. The
Deburring calculation strategry can greatly speed throughput by automating this last portion of the
cycle, creating a deburring toolpath on the outer edges of part geometry. The position of the tool
relative to the edge is always the bi vector between the two surfaces of that edge.
The system provides automatic feature detection, automatic linking, automatic lead in, and
automatic collision avoidance. The goal is to create toolpath in a completely automated fashion just
by selecting the part geometry.
Please Note: Only ball mill cutters are supported, and the geometry input (a mesh) must be
in a good quality for feature detection to work properly.
Clearance blend spline. To link toolpath segments, you can now choose either to
retract to the clearance plane between segments, or you can choose a clearance blend
spline to connect consecutive segments: In the Link tab, under Links / Type, choose
Clearance blend spline.
Define area for automatic edge detection. In addition to the other automatic edgedirection parameters, you can now restrict the area where sharp edges are to be
detected for deburring: In the Surface paths tab, when Edge definition is set
to Auto detect, the Advanced button opens a dialog that now includes
controls for Limit detection area by height.
Extension of toolpath segments. You can now extend toolpath segments
by a specified length applied tangentially to both the start and the end point:
In the Surface paths tab, under Extensions/Overlap, you can specify a value
for Length.
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Relief Cuts. You can now specify that the
tool is to be retracted out and
simultaneously shifted toward the inner
corners in such a way that deburring
along a particular edge is maximized
without compromising the work piece: In
the Surface paths tab, under Path
parameters , when Inner corners is set to
Relief, the Advanced button opens a dialog
that allows you to specify relief cuts with
loop radius that you supply.

Miscellaneous 5-Axis Enhancements
General and Surface Path
Automatic start height when lead-in/out type is Position line. In the Link tab, in
the Entry/Exit section, when you choose Use Lead-in or Use Lead-Out and
uncheck Use default, the dialog box now offers a new option: Automatic start
height.
Rapid distance in tool plane. You can apply rapid distance (or feed distance)
in the tool plane instead of the tool axis plane. This can be particularly helpful with undercut tools
such as slot mills, where engagement is from the side and axial retractions are undesirable. In the
Link tab, the Retracts dialog box's Distances section now offers a new option: Rapid distance in tool
plane.
Gradual front shift change. You can shift the tool contact point as it moves along the contour. This
can be used for polishing. In the Tool axis control tab, with Run tool set to At user given point, new
controls are offered for Front shift, To, and Side shift.
Gradual side tilt angle for fixed angle to axis. In the Tool axis control tab when the tool axis tilt
strategy is Tilted with fixed angle to axis, ...
Linking: Clearance blend spline. For Large gaps and Large moves, you can specify a clearance
bland spline to link to contours.
Automatic arc as lead-in / lead-out.
Contact point based feedrate optimization. In the Utility tab, when Calculation based on is set to
Surfaces , a new checkbox in the Feedrate area allows you to ...
Surfaces: Tool axis smoothing. ...
Surfaces: Multiple surfaces for flowline. ...
Surfaces: Lead in using reverse orthogonal line. ...
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Triangle Mesh and Wireframe
Offset roughing: Reverse cutting order. You can now reverse the machining order inside
the roughing toolpath group: In the Surface paths tab, under Sorting, a new checkbox is
offered: Reverse cutting order.
Offset roughing: Spiral cutting method. For more efficient processing of closed areas, you
can now specify spiral cutting for standard offset roughing toolpath: In the
Surface paths tab, under Sorting, a new choice is offered for Cutting
method: Spiral.
Smooth connections for parallel roughing. You can now round the
connecting segments between regular parallel roughing cuts: For the Parallel
rough pattern, In the Roughing tab, in the dialog summoned by the Advanced
button, you can specify a radius for Smooth connections.
Default lead-outs for offset roughing. ....
Dynamic holder collision avoidance with stock. ....
Arc leads for adaptive roughing. ...
Triangle Mesh pattern Constant Z. Undercut machining
Triangle Mesh pattern Pencil High-speed machining options.
Dynamic holder collision avoidance with machining surfaces.
Collision safe areas for finishing.
Fixture curves for roughing.
Overlap for Constant Z and Constant Cusp.
Adaptive Roughing: Radial chip thinning feed control.
Expand rest finish area for high-speed machining.
Ramps support for Trochoidal.
Overlap for 2-axis profile.
Engraving: Open contours.
Breakthrough overlap for adaptive roughing.
Lead-out move for parallel roughing.
First and last retracts to maximum Z.
Expand rest finishing area.
Orthogonal line extension for lead-in / lead-out.
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Maximum feedrate for adaptive roughing.
Smoother function improvements for roughing and Constant Z .
Start points for Engrave and Chamfering.
Lead-in / Lead-out for Engrave.
Start position improvements for Engrave.

Swarf Machining
Swarf: 4-axis tilting. Swarf machining can now be defined as a 4-axis solution: In the Tool axis
control tab, for Output format, choose 4-axis. The tool orientation is aligned for a complete 4-axis
cycle.
Swarf: Cut from bottom. For some kinds of swarf machining, when you sort
pattern slices using depth By slice distance, you can specify that passes occur
from the bottom upwards: In the Multi Cuts, tab, when Direction is set to Follow
surface topology, check Cut from bottom.
Automatic arc. You can now specify an automatic connection between
contours that applies two splines, where the first spline leaves
the surface tangentially in a direction normal to the surface and
the second spline connects tangentially into the motion using
the tool axis direction: In the Link tab, in the dialog summoned
by the Default Lead-In/Out button, a new choice is offered for
Type: Automatic arc.
Clearance blend spline. You can now link two contours with a
blend spline that you specify, which is extended as needed to
ensure the main shape is not disturbed and to guarantee a
smooth transition: In the Link tab, under Gaps along cut, a new choice
is offered for Large gaps: Clearance blend spline.
SWARF 3-axis. .
SWARF: Normal to guide curve.

Port Machining
Edge rolling.
Approach/Retract ramp.
Max overlap distance.
Porting: Shift tool for 4-axis output.
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5-Axis Tool Support
Advanced Barrel Mills

Advanced barrel mills are now supported by the 5-Axis
module: In addition to barrel and convex tip mills, 5Axis supports tangent mill and tapered barrel mill tools.
The large-radius portion of the tool is designed to
create only a very small cusp when it is aligned on the
surface, and thus permit much more efficient
machining of spiral bevel gears and similar parts.
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Worth Another Look

Worth Another Look
Releases prior to GibbsCAM 13 included several important enhancements that are often
overlooked:
•

“Clearance Volume” on page 43

•

“Did You Know Intermediate Tooling Can Do This, Too?” on page 45

•

“Simple and Powerful Form Tool Definition” on page 44

An overview of this functionality follows below. For details, see the Common Reference, Mill, and
Getting Started guides.

Clearance Volume
Clearance Volume allows users of advanced machines to say to GibbsCAM, in effect, “Here’s my
part; don’t let the tool come too close to it except when cutting. You figure it out so I don’t have to.”
Clearance Volume was devised to address situations where the traditional clearance plane (CP1)
is not a good match for machines of more than three axes, especially those with rotary heads or
tables, tools with right-angle heads (or any tool that is not Z-aligned), vices that can be held at
varying B-axis angles, and the like.
For turning, Clearance Volume is required for eccentric turning, where clearances must be
calculated from a CS that is not parallel to the base XZ axis.
The clearest example of where Clearance Volume is beneficial is Willemin 508MT and 508MT2
machines where vice and tool can be rotated independently, making it impossible to provide legacy
MDD settings for interop moves that are logical and reasonable. Any machine where tool stations
and part stations are independently rotatable can be a candidate for Clearance Volume.
Clearance Volume can also be useful for simple machines where more efficient clearances are
desirable for interop moves when the tool retracts to accommodate rotation, especially when
machining a tall part. This occurs on 5-axis table machines where the fourth axis is distant from the
part, and on B-axis mill-turns where the tool goes home between B-axis orientation changes. In
cases like these, if you can keep the tool near the part, you often get faster run times.

Generally: If it is very difficult to calculate the “right” CP1, or if there is no right CP1, then Clearance
Volume may offer a better solution.
Caveats: Interop moves generated by Clearance Volume contain 5-axis simultaneous moves; thus
it is best if the control has TCP capabilities, and it is unsuitable for machines that have indexing
rotary axes or rotary axes that must be clamped between moves.
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User Interface
In the MDD, Clearance Volume should be implemented by Resellers and/or the Gibbs Post
Department. We do not expect end users to exercise Clearance Volume options in the MDD.
When the MDD implements Clearance Volume, a new command is available:
Show
Clearance Volumes. You can find this command in the Customization dialog and customize the
user interface by placing it on a toolbar or menu group.
DCD. When an MDD
specifies Clearance
Volume, the DCD for a Mill
part changes: instead of
Clearance for a plane
positioned above the part
origin, it has Clearance (Δ) as
an incremental offset from
the default stock definition.

Machine Space and Part Space
Machine space means “absolute; from the standpoint of the machine”; part space is relative to the
part, which may be moving with respect to the machine.

Example. When a vinyl record is played on a turntable, consider the path of the needle.
•

From the standpoint of the machine, it makes a nearly straight-line traversal from the outside of
the disc to the inside.

•

From the standpoint of the record, the needle traverses a very tight inward spiral, with
occasional small breaks. This follows the spiral tracks in the vinyl.

G-Code
All machines output G-code in machine space; some machines also have a mode that enables part
space instead of machine space. Machine Space requires accurate offsets (i.e., tool and part and
rotary positions in the MDD), and may be unsafe when inaccurate offsets are entered. Part Space
is more forgiving. But: Note that “Turning Enabled” causes Part Space to be ignored.
In most circumstances, the superior output takes advantage of the machine’s interpolation
capabilities to create smooth lines and arcs, instead of creating many tiny segments that
approximate a curve.

Simple and Powerful Form Tool Definition
You might not realize that mixed geometry — a combination of blue (Wall) geometry and red (Air)
geometry — is useful for more than just cleanup of open pockets.
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When defining a 2D Form tool, you can incorporate both Wall and Air into the tool definition. Use
Wall geometry to represent the cutting portion of the tool and Air geometry to represent the noncutting portion.

Did You Know Intermediate Tooling Can Do This,
Too?
You can use Intermediate Tooling to implement all the following:
•

Y-axis Part Off/ Cut Off.

•

Half tool indexing on turrets. (For example, the Haas BMT65 has half indexed tool locations, so
instead of 12 it can have 24 possible tools at one time.)

•

Toolblocks that can hold multiple tools in one turret position.
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